
Supply List - Arboretum Plein Air
Instructor - Michele Combs  website - michelecombs.com - 763-442-0290
Canvas 
Inexpensive canvas panels 2 - 6x8 and 1- 8x10 OR
Canvas pad or paper with tape and board to mount it on
(If you are experienced outside you can bring a little larger canvas)
Brushes
Oil - # 2, #6, and #10, flat, #8 filbert -  I recommend Signet by Robert Simmons - hog 
bristle brushes (or ones similar) - these are (sizes of brushes vary with brands)
Acrylics - look for the same sizes - a stiff synthetic brush (ask the paint store for 
recommendations) 
**Then choose a soft round brush for signing your name and small details. I usually go 
for something inexpensive because they don’t last long.  If you have brushes bring what 
you have.
Palette knife (rounded triangular shape, about  2” long for mixing paint
Paint  
If you are buying paint for the first time choose one brand for all colors. Professional 
paints are better quality than student grade, they are more expensive. If you plan to 
pursue painting I recommend professional grade.
Oil - I usually buy Gamblin, Winsor Newton, or Rembrandt. 
(there are water based oils as well - ask store about brands)
Acrylic - golden is a nice brand
Colors - cadmium yellow light, cadmium yellow, permanent alizarin crimson, cadmium 
red light, ultramarine blue, cobalt blue
Optional colors - viridian, yellow ochre, cad orange, cerulean or serves blue)
(bring other paint colors you may have them)
*there are starter sets available  
Palette or Palette paper - to mix paint on
OiI - I like the rectangular plastic boxes, white bottom - blue cover, then I put a tablet of 
grey matters palette paper inside. 
Acrylic - (If using acrylics buy a palette with sponge bottom to keep the paint moist or 
try the golden open acrylics which do not dry so quickly. 
(inexpensive option - you can alway use a piece of wax paper and a tray under it to hold 
it in place or plastic plates)
Solvent 
Oil - Turpenoid or gamsol - (odorless turpentine) and a container to put it in. Metal can 
with clasps seem to work the best. 
Acrylics - bring larger container for water. 
Easel -  if you have it or you can work on a flat table surface

Other Stuff - paper towels, camera, sketch book or paper for drawing and notes, pencil, 
eraser, sunscreen, hat, bug spray
Supplies can be purchased at Blick Art Supplies, or Jerryartorama,com
michelecombs.com

http://michelecombs.com

